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	This book presents the C# language in a uniquely succinct and visual format. Often in programming books, the information can be hidden in a vast sea of words. As a programmer who has over the years used a dozen programming languages, the author understands it can sometimes be difficult to slog through another 1,000-page book of dense text to learn a new language. There are likely many other programmers who feel the same way. To address this situation, this book explains C# using figures; short, focused code samples; and clear, concise explanations.

	

	Figures are of prime importance in this book. While teaching programming seminars, Solis found that he could almost watch the lightbulbs going on over the students’ heads as he drew the figures on the whiteboard. In this text, he has distilled each important concept into simple but accurate illustrations. The visual presentation of the content will give you an understanding of C# that’s not possible with text alone.

	

	For something as intricate and precise as a programming language, however, there must be text as well as figures. But rather than long, wordy explanations, Solis has used short, concise descriptions and bulleted lists to make each important piece of information visually distinct.

	

	By the end of this book, you’ll have a thorough working knowledge of all aspects of the C# language, whether you’re a novice programmer or a seasoned veteran of other languages. If you want a long, leisurely, verbose explanation of the language, this is not the book for you. But if you want a concise, thorough, visual presentation of C#, this is just what you’re looking for.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Details of the C# 2010 language presented in a clear, concise treatment
	
		New features in the latest version of .NET, in the author’s unique visual style
	
		How C# differs from and is similar to other programming languages, aiding migrating C++ and VB programmers who already know how languages work



	Who this book is for


	Visual Basic programmers interested in moving to C#

	
		C++ programmers interested in moving to C#
	
		Novice programmers interested in learning C#
	
		Students in introductory programming classes learning C#
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Computational Intelligence In Software Quality Assurance (Series in Machine Perception & Artifical Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
Software systems are at once the most complex and the least reliable technological systems human beings construct. A large software system can have over lo2' states, and the reliability of software is infamously poor. Software engineers must usually make assertions about the reliability of software systems after having observed only an...
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Understanding Complex Datasets: Data Mining with Matrix DecompositionsCRC Press, 2007


	Many data-mining algorithms were developed for the world of business, for

	example for customer relationship management. The datasets in this environment,

	although large, are simple in the sense that a customer either did or

	did not buy three widgets, or did or did not fly from Chicago to Albuquerque.





	In contrast,...
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Networks on ChipSpringer, 2003
Networks on Chip presents a variety of topics, problems and approaches with the common theme to systematically organize the on-chip communication in the form of a regular, shared communication network on chip, an NoC for short. 

As the number of processor cores and IP blocks integrated on a single chip is steadily...
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Contemporary Optical Image Processing with MATLABElsevier Limited, 2001

	This book serves two purposes: first to introduce readers to the concepts of geometrical optics, physical optics and techniques of optical imaging and image processing, and secondly to provide them with experience in modeling the theory and applications using the commonly used software tool MATLAB®. A comprehensively revised...
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Cambridge Handbook of Strategy as PracticeCambridge University Press, 2010

	The Cambridge Handbook of Strategy as Practice provides the first comprehensive overview of an emerging and growing stream of research in strategic management. An international team of scholars has been assembled to produce a systematic introduction to the various epistemological, methodological and theoretical aspects of the...
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MGH Cardiology Board ReviewSpringer, 2013

	MGH Cardiology Board Review is intended for physicians studying for the Cardiology Board Examination (Initial Certification or Re-certification) and for any busy practitioners who would like to review high-yield cardiology such as those in cardiology, emergency medicine, internal medicine, family practice, or even...
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